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What is IndexAssault:  IndexAssault will allow you to index out your website in record time.  Rather than waiting 

days/weeks/months for Google’s crawlers to discover your website, IndexAssault gives Google EXACTLY what it is 

looking for, without the bad footprints of crappy links in order to index out your website.  

 

 

How Do I Install IndexAssault:  IndexAssault is an extension of the SEMplugin.  You will install the SEMplugin and then 

you will be able to automatically add in the extensions from the plugin itself. 

You simply go to your download locker here: http://semeasy.com/download-locker/  

Follow the install instructions here: http://semeasy.com/forum/semeasy/installing-semplugin-tutorial-

doubleagentindexassault/  

 

***Please be sure that your server is running PHP 5.4 or better, or you will get a fatal error.  That can easily be 

resolved by contacting your hosting company and asking them to upgrade the PHP script to 5.4 or better.*** 

 

 

General Page: 

 

 

Once installed you have two options. 

Ground Assault: If you have already placed videos in your post content, then this is the plan of attack that you should 

follow. 

Nuclear Strike: If you do not have videos already in your post content, then this is the plan of attack that you should 

follow.  This attack plan will add videos to each of your pages.  They can be removed later on if you desire. 

 

 

 

http://semeasy.com/download-locker/
http://semeasy.com/forum/semeasy/installing-semplugin-tutorial-doubleagentindexassault/
http://semeasy.com/forum/semeasy/installing-semplugin-tutorial-doubleagentindexassault/
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Nuclear Strike: 

If you select Nuclear Strike, then you will have two options. 

Aim Assist: The software will find relevant Youtube videos for your website on autopilot! 

Manual Mode: You have already scraped YouTube and you want to enter in your own list of videos to use! 

 

Aim Assist 

 

Enter in your main keywords and the software will get related videos and post them on your site. 

Manual Mode: 

 

Simply paste in your URLs of Youtube videos here! 
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Server Level: 

 

Server Power:  You can choose your server power level here.  Depending on what type of hosting environment you 

are using, there is a setting that will work for you 

 

Set Blast Radius: 

 

You can choose the category that you want to target, or set the number of entries that will be contained within your 

site.  We have actually found that as long as a decent number of entries are in the sitemap, once the Google 

crawlers hit your website, they will tend to devour content that there are no videos on as well.  
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Once you click Attack:

The software will go ahead and create the video sitemap! 

 

Battle Report Page: 

 

The Battle Report will show you text of the video sitemap.  From here you can edit, view the sitemap or ping the 

bots. 
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Select A Target: 

 

This page allows you to now summon the bots to your page! 

You can use Statpress (which is a wordpress plugin) to watch the bots actually come your site. 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/statpress/ 

 

A couple of notes: 

Once a website has been indexed once by Google, it will often get put into a schedule for the bots to return at a 

later date.  Sometimes you cannot push the indexing any faster! 

Google also will index out site very quickly, but there are times that the indexing may take a little longer!  Better 

than waiting for Google to find it naturally, so just remember, you are running on Google time. 

 

 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/statpress/

